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Abstract—Correlation networks are emerging as powerful tools
for modeling relationships in high-throughput data such as
gene expression. Other types of biological networks, such as
protein-protein interaction networks, are popular targets of
study in network theory, and previous analysis has revealed
that network structures identified using graph theoretic
techniques often relate to certain biological functions.
Structures such as highly connected nodes and groups of nodes
have been found to correspond to essential genes and protein
complexes, respectively. The correlation network, which
measures the level of co-variation of gene expression levels,
shares some structural properties with other types of biological
networks. We created several correlation networks using
publicly available gene expression data, and identified critical
groups of nodes using graph theoretic properties used
previously in other biological network studies. We found that
some measures of network centrality can reveal genes of
impact such as essential genes, suggesting that the correlation
network can prove to be a powerful tool for modeling gene
expression data. In addition, our method highlights the
biological impact of nodes a set of high centrality nodes
identified by combined measures of centrality to validate the
link between structure and function in the notoriously noisy
correlation network.
Keywords-Correlation network, centrality, essential genes

I.

INTRODUCTION

The advent of high-throughput “omics” technologies has
created an imminent need for tools that can sort noise from
causative mechanisms, essentially gathering knowledge
from data. The ability to process large datasets and uncover
specific, detailed mechanisms behind observed phenotypical
changes has become a type of “holy grail” in systems
biology. The complexity and size of available highthroughput data presents a problem whose solution will
undoubtedly require an extensively complex solution. The
identification of graph theoretical concepts to describe
models of cellular systems remains in relative infancy and
thus standards are still being established. Our objective is to
highlight the usability of correlation networks in the
modeling of gene expression data by identifying key
network structures within the correlation network.

Application of graph theory to biological network
models is rapidly becoming a popular tool for modeling any
type of biological relationship. The KEGG pathway data
contains hundreds of thousands of experimentally identified
protein-protein interactions that describe a protein-protein
interaction network (PPI). Mutwil et al. 2010 used a
correlation network to identify essential genes in A. thaliana
and verified the essentiality of those nodes with mutagenesis
studies. Multiple methods for clustering and partitioning
data have been implemented and successfully used to
identify clusters of genes in protein-protein interaction
networks that work together to produce some function
within a cell. Most of the progress made in identifying
critical functional mechanisms in networks built from highthroughput data has arisen from connection of function to
structures important for network robustness. For example,
hub nodes in a PPI represent proteins that interact with
many different proteins at a given time or environment.
Further, while multiple types of networks have been studied
extensively, exploration of many of these concepts in the
correlation network has not yet been accomplished.
A correlation network is a graph model built of edges
and nodes, where nodes represent genes and a set of sample
expression levels for that gene, and an edge represents the
level of correlation between the two expression patterns.
Different measurements of correlation have been used to
build these networks, such as the partial correlation
coefficient (Reverter et al. 2008, Watson-Haigh et al. 2010),
the Spearman correlation coefficient (Ewens et al. 2005), or
more commonly, the Pearson correlation coefficient (Zhang
et al. 2005, Dong et al. 2007, Gill et al. 2010, Mutwil et al.
2010). The network built from a dataset where all nodes
(genes) are connected to each other is called a complete
network, Kn (where n is equal to the number of nodes/genes
in the network). In Kn network, the number of edges is equal
to n(n-1)/2; this implies that in the case of datasets with a
large number of genes, analysis of the Kn network is
computationally and algorithmically taxing; thus,
thresholding is a common method used for network
reduction.

TABLE 1. Global parameters for the four networks created from gene
expression datasets GSE5078 and GSE5140. Connectivity and density
are very low for all networks, reflecting the extremely filtered nature
of our networks. Despite this, clustering coefficient remains high.
Eigenvector centrality, which reflects how connected well-connected
nodes are to other well-connected nodes, remains relatively low, which
is characteristic of biological networks. Hub nodes with direct
connections to other hub nodes increase vulnerability in network
robustness.
Young

GSE5078
Mid-Age

GSE5140
Untreated Creatine

Number of nodes:

7,718

7,878

27,146

27,896

Number of edges:

12,602

12,808

27,761

30,296

Density:

0.000423

0.000413

0.000075

0.000078

Total Connectivity:

0.000212

0.000206

0.000038

0.000039

0.509588

0.447534

0.370450

0.346795

43.115094

37.314389

Average Clustering
Coefficient:
Eigenvector
Centrality:

22.653833 34.178154

There are many methods for thresholding the correlation
network. The most straightforward involves removing edges
with a low correlation, or removing edges at and around
0.00. As network size increases, this threshold would need
to become more stringent to maintain a size of network that
can be quickly and properly analyzed. Most studies use a
threshold of ±0.70 to ±1.00 based on the fact that the
coefficient of determination (also known as variance) for
these correlations will be at least 0.49. This determination
threshold is chosen to retain genes whose expression levels
can be described as approximately 50% dependent on each
other’s expression. Carter et al. (2004) used this method of
“hard” thresholding by correlation level and additionally
used a p-value < 0.0001 threshold to ensure that only
significant correlations had been retained.
The ability of the correlation network to capture
relationships between gene pairs over time gives the model
a distinct advantage over traditional methods of gene
expression analysis such as Gene Set Enrichment Analysis
[17] which does not focus on expression relationships.
However, correlation networks are notorious for having
noise or unnecessary edges (Opgen-Rhein et al. 2007)
because correlation does not imply causation; additionally,
the volume of data to be analyzed remains a problem for
users without access to parallel computing resources. We
have applied a series of graph theoretic concepts to a
number of correlation networks and show that while it is
useful to model entire datasets, it is possible to identify a
handful of important nodes based on some basic graph
properties, as has previously been performed in other
biological networks. Extensive studies on measures of
centrality in correlation networks have not been performed
previously; our research here seeks to examine the
biological impact of nodes identified by some common
measures of centrality. Due to the high noise nature of the

correlation network, we expect that measures of centrality
(specifically degree) are not as reliable for identifying
essential genes as has previously been identified in other
biological networks. However, if we can identify some
optimum thresholds and centrality measures for identifying
essential genes in correlation networks, we can better
identify a target set of genes for future research. Thus,
researchers using a correlation network without appropriate
computational resources may still make use of the concepts
by focusing on these select sets of important nodes.
II.

MODEL

We create and filter our network models using the methods
described in 2.1, and validate the structure of our network to
match those of other known biological networks, such as
degree distribution following a power-law pattern. We then
identify critical nodes using some global and local network
measures that reveal network structure, and finally elaborate
on how biological function changes when we remove those
critical nodes.
A. Network Creation
Data for this experiment was obtained from NCBI’s Gene
Expression
Omnibus
(GEO)
website
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) in December 2009.
Datasets used included were: Series GSE5078 generated by
Verbitsky et al. in 2004, and Series GSE5140 generated by
Bender et al. in 2008. GSE5078 is derived from
hippocampal samples of young and middle-aged C57Bl/6
mice (2 months and 15 months, respectively, called YNG
and MID). GSE5140 is derived from whole-brain samples
of middle-aged C57Bl/6 mice that were either untreated
(UNT) or orally supplemented with creatine (CRE). Each
dataset was separated into young versus middle-aged, or
untreated versus creatine treated, and raw expression values
were used. Probes with missing expression values were not
used in analysis. Networks were created by pairwise
computation of the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (ρ) for
each possible pairing of probes within the dataset, in
parallel. Correlations with p-value <0.005 were not used in
the final analysis. Networks were then filtered to a
correlation threshold of 0.96 ≤ ρ ≤ 1.00 or ρ = 1.00
depending on resulting network size (a stricter threshold
was chosen for larger networks to maintain a manageable
size). Network characteristics were computed and are
described in Table 1. We found each network created to
adhere to a power-law degree distribution.
B. Global Network Measures
We have identified some global network measures that can
indicate whether or not our filtered correlation networks
match the structure of other well-studied biological
networks, such as protein-protein interaction networks. We
describe these as the following:
Degree distribution of the network involves
determining the degree of each node in the network, ranking

nodes according to degree, and plotting the distribution.
When one examines the log/log representation of the node
degree distribution in a filtered correlation network, it
follows a linear pattern associated with the power-law
distribution that indicates a scale-free network structure
(Barabasi et al. 2004, Albert 2005). Adherence to this
distribution indicates that there are many nodes in the
network that are poorly connected and a few nodes that are
very well connected; these nodes are known in proteinprotein interaction networks as “hubs”. Hubs have been
found in the yeast interactome to correspond to essential
genes (Jeong et al. 2001) and have been found to be critical
for maintenance of structure in other biological networks as
well. The scale-free network structure also indicated a
modular nature of the network, indicating the tendency of
nodes in the network to form clusters. Previous studies to
identify these modules indicated that when found, they
correspond to genes or gene products working together
toward some discrete function, such as a protein complex in
an interactome or as a regulatory mechanism (Dong et al.
2007, Xue et al. 2007).
Total connectivity measures the overall connectedness
of a network, (an important measure of robustness.
Connectivity is equal to the number of edges (E) divided by
the total number of nodes, N*N-1 where N is equal to the
number of nodes [16].
Graph density measures the sparsity/density of a
network, referring to 2x the number of edges in the network
divided by the total possible edges [16], or 2x the network
total connectivity.
Average clustering coefficient measures the average
tendency of the nodes to cluster into groups. The closer
CCavg is to 1, the more likely the network is to form clusters.
Centralization (Equation 1) measures the star-like
topology of the network, or the connectivity, on average, for
all nodes in the network. [16]

C. Local Network Measures
We have identified three key centralities that are
measureable across all nodes in a network. We describe
these as the following, where N(i) is equal to the number of
edges connected to i:
Degree Centrality measures the number of edges, or
connections, of a node [16]. High degree nodes would
indicate nodes with possible roles in control of transcription
in the correlation network.
Betweenness Centrality (Equation 2) measures the
amount of “traffic” a node handles in relation to the entire
network. For a node w, σi,j is the total number of shortest
paths between nodes i and j and σi,j(w) is the total number of
shortest paths between nodes i and j that pass through w.
Closeness Centrality (Equation 3) measures the steps it
takes for a node to ‘contact’ other nodes in the network [16],
where dist(i,j) in the following definition refers to the length
of the shortest path between nodes i and j.
D. Measuring Essentiality
All of our networks are created from data drawn from M.
musculus, and thus we use the the MGI Marker to
Phenotype
Annotations
file
from
MGI
(ftp://ftp.informatics.jax.org/pub/reports/MRK_Ensembl_Ph
eno.rpt), downloaded on February 02, 2011, to aid in our
identification of essential nodes. This ad hoc method
provides us with a glimpse into the essentiality of genes. For
each gene in the network, we determined if an in vivo
knockout mutation had been performed on that gene. If that
mutation had been performed, and any of the resulting
phenotypes was annotated as “Mortality/Aging,” we state
that the mutation was lethal, thus we deem that gene
essential. Using this metric, we can perform an enrichment
analysis to determine the log-odds ratio enrichment of
essential genes in central nodes versus the rest of the
network. Enrichment is performed as stated below,
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FIGURE 1. Lethality of three centrality measures for each network at
thresholds 1-20%.
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FIGURE 2. Essentiality (left) for original centrality measures betweenness and degree, and combined measures BD, BC, and CD. Enrichment (right) for
original centrality measures betweenness and degree, and combined measures BD, BC, and CD. Scores over 1 (black dotted line, horizontal) indicate
that the test set (top t% centrality) has a higher population of essential nodes than the rest of the network, the background.

where b is equal to the number of essential genes in the test
set, n is equal to the total number of genes in the test set, B
is equal to the number of essential genes in the background
set, and N is equal to the total number of genes in the
background set. P-value is determined by performing
hypergeometric distribution on the enrichment scores.
III.

RESULTS

After network creation, we identify global and local
parameters described above to validate the scale-free
structure of our network, and additionally to gain
perspective on whether networks created from similar
datasets are similar between themselves. Table 1 describes
these characteristics for all four networks created. In
addition to global network properties, we identified degree,
betweenness, and closeness distributions for each network
centralities for each network and found them to follow
expected distribution curves.
To examine the ability of a centrality measure to identify
nodes of interest, we examined the essential node
enrichment of top central nodes. Similar to the idea of high
degree nodes corresponding to essential genes in PPI’s, we
wanted to show whether or not this was the case in
correlation networks.
For each network, we created a ranked list of nodes
according to centrality (degree, betweenness, or closeness)
and set a threshold t for the top percent of nodes we were
going to examine. We examined the essentiality of nodes in
the top 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20% of each ranked centrality
measure. The essentiality of those nodes over each network
can be found in Figure 1. Essentiality is defined as the
number of essential genes divided by the total number of
genes in the top t% of the network centrality measure. We
find that in the correlation network, there is no “typical”
pattern for increase or decrease of gene essentiality as we
change the threshold of “hub” identification. Typically, in

protein-protein interaction networks, degree is the most
effective indicator of essentiality. We observe that while
degree can be an indicator of node essentiality, closeness
and betweenness return higher levels of node essentiality
almost always (except for Mid 1%). This method has not
been filtered using hypothesis testing, so it is possible that
these measures need correction, and serves only as a proof
of concept to show that essential genes can identified by
measuring multiple node characteristics, and also that hard
thresholding to characterize a node as a “hub” should be
avoided in correlation networks.
Centrality measures are not independent of each other in
that a high degree node can also be a high betweenness
node, or a node can be in the top 1% of betweenness,
degree, and closeness ranks also. For each threshold t, we
examined the lethality of the combinations of centrality
resulting in an additional four datasets:
x
x
x
x

High betweenness & closeness (BC)
High betweenness & degree (BD)
High closeness & degree (CD)
High betweenness, closeness, & degree (BCD)

For a node to be included in one of these additional datasets,
it had to be in the top t% of both the centrality measures.
The results of the lethality analysis for these sets are in
Figure 2. We found that the closeness and BCD datasets
had similar lethality and enrichment score performance
compared to degree, and so they were excluded from the
figure for clarity.
We also performed enrichment of lethal genes for the
top node centrality measurements against the network
background, or the remaining (100-t)% nodes in the
network. An enrichment score around 1.00 indicates that the
ratio of essential nodes in the test set to the number of
essential nodes in the background set is equal. Numbers

FIGURE 3. Percent tested. Numbers represent the average
#tested/total nodes per test and background datasets for all
centrality measurements and thresholds t in the networks.

deviating from one indicate that the test set has more or less
essential nodes than would be expected based on the
background levels. In a PPI whose hub nodes were 60%
essential, and whose background nodes were 20% essential,
this would give an enrichment score of 3.
For each network, we see that the degree measure rarely
rises above an enrichment score of 1, regardless of
averaging around 60% lethality. This indicates that degree is
not an indicator of essential genes in a correlation network,
which is understandable as the nature of the high
degree/essential gene relationship in PPIs is derived from
pleiotropic and multiple interactor characteristics of a hub
protein. A high degree gene in a correlation network only
indicates that it is co-expressed with many other genes. We
see similar results for betweenness in that the lethality
enrichment rarely rises above 1. A high betweenness (HB)
gene is likely to be a gene that is connected to 2 clusters of
genes that are not connected to each other, such that the HB
gene has a moderate correlation with both clusters but the
two clusters have very different intra-cluster correlation.
Thus, using betweenness as an indicator of noise in the
network could potentially become a method for targeting
and removing coincidental edges in the network.
If we are looking for a set of structurally important
nodes that most consistently identify more lethal genes in
the target set, it would appear that CD combination is the
best overall, followed by the BC and BD combinations.
However, if we examine the enrichment of each dataset, we
see that they only rise above 1.1 essentiality enrichment in 7
out of 20 cases, and only in the 1% untreated dataset does
the CD measurement seem to reach a level of lethality that
would be of interest. The 1% CD Unt dataset consisted of
41 genes, 12 of which had been tested for in vivo knockout.
Of those, 10 tested positive for lethality (genes E2f6,
Slc19a1, Palld, Myod1, Syne1, Neurod1, Chka, Slc23a1,
Nrxn1, and Vgf). This highlights an important caveat of our
research – only a portion of the genes identified can be

verified. In this case, the test set is very small (41 genes)
and only 29% of the test set had been tested for essentiality.
Thus, our data is subject to change as the mouse genome
continues to be probed.
These top 10 nodes identified with confirmed lethality
were further probed to validate their biological importance.
The original dataset the genetic relationships were drawn
from examined the effect of oral creatine supplementation
on the aging mouse. This particular set of genes identified
from the control (Untreated) dataset contains 6 genes
involved in primary metabolic process, with other genes
involved in system development, vitamin transport, and
lipid metabolism according to the Gene Ontology. Due to
their centrality in the network, these 10 genes are suspect for
being potential drivers of normal aging in the untreated
mouse set. Indeed, with further investigation, we find that
several of these genes are associated with disturbances in
normal aging process when perturbed:
x Chka: Previously associated with neuronal
differentiation which has plays a major role in
hippocampal development [19, 20]
x Neurod1: Plays a direct role in neuronal differentiation
(gene name is d as “neuronal differentiation 1”);
homozygous functional knockouts of this gene result in
impairments in learning, vision, and hearing [21]
x Nrxn1:Extensive deletion studies reveal that mutated
gene products have ties to smoking addiction, a variety
of developmental disorders (schizophrenia, autism) and
mental retardation
x Syne1: Associated with a form of genetic cerebellar
ataxia (damage to nerve cells in the cerebellum causing
disruptions in muscle movement) when mutated [22]
x Vgf: (“VGF nerve growth factor inducible”) Plays a
major role in synaptic plasticity the hippocampus and
has been shown to take part in the generation of neurons
[23].
In total, 6 of the genes identified from our validated dataset
have been shown to have direct relationships to
neurogenesis and development in the brain which suggests
that our method does indeed identify genes with critical
biological impact specific to that particular tissue and state.
Further, the additional 4 genes in the validated lethal set
could become targets for further study of normal
hippocampal function in aged mice. This set of 10 genes
from the untreated set represents 0.037% of the original
nodes in the network (27,896 genes) and even less of the
original microarray dataset (over 40,000 probes total),
highlighting the power of high-throughput analysis via
correlation network.
Finally, in Figure 3 we examine the average total percent
of nodes tested in the background and target sets, and find
that in every case the tested set had a higher number of in
vivo knockout tested genes than the background set.
Individually this was true for every set except for the 15%

larger in smaller thresholds (1-10%) than in larger thresholds
(10, 20%). To further examine the impact of filtering on
centrality and essentiality, we examined each centrality
measure separately over the different thresholds (Figure 4).
The only measures where essential gene enrichment was
clearly favored were betweenness, closeness, and BC.
Betweenness and both appear to have optimal ranges of
approximately 1% to 5%, whereas BC had an optimal range
of 5-15%. This was chosen by examining the order of top
results per network (yng, mid, unt, cre) and the threshold
ranges they fell into, in addition to the number of datasets
rising above an enrichment score of 1.0. Other centrality
measurements did not have a clear winner in terms of
threshold.
IV.

FIGURE 4. Threshold optimization. Y-axis is essential gene
enrichment, and x-axis indicates the threshold t. Red arrows indicate
the top result per network per centrality measure. Betweenness
appears to have an optimal range of 1-5% but in reality there is no
discernible pattern in network thresholding. Closeness
measurement’s optimal range of 1-5% was chosen as 7 of the 8
scores were above enrichment of 1.0. Optimal range of 5-15% was
chosen for BC because 9/12 of the scores were above an enrichment
score of 1.0.

Cre Degree dataset, which had 31.46% of test set nodes
tested versus 31.79% of background set nodes tested. This
could indicate that, while we may not be identifying the
most enriched set of lethal genes per network, we may be
identifying general nodes of interest for researchers, as
evidenced by the higher levels of gene testing.
Finally, we are able to use the different levels of filtering
to identify which thresholds are the best for identifying
essential genes for a specific centrality measure. In Figure 2,
it is evident that the deviation from an enrichment of 1 is

DISCUSSION

There are many ways to examine gene microarray
expression data, but the correlation network provides a
novel opportunity to examine relationships among genes as
a whole. While many characteristics have been discovered
about the nature of the correlation network built from
expression data, this technique remains underutilized due to
high levels of noise and the need for large capacity
computational resources. Continued work on thresholding
and reducing network size can provide benchmarks for
identifying optimal thresholds for network size and
centrality test set definition. In the future we hope to expand
this method to examine more than two networks at a time,
and to identify critical genes in cross-species analyses.
Using common centrality measures used in graph theory, we
have shown that correlation networks have their own set of
essential genes, which are less readily identified due to high
levels of noise, but still persist. We have shown that
combining different measures of centrality, specifically
closeness and degree, points us to known genes with
important cellular impact and provides a new target gene set
of interest, narrowing the original search field from
thousands of genes to a small, testable, biologically enriched
dataset.
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